Supplementary Methods

Mathematical model
The differential equations for the system, which are shown below, include the association and dissociation of the sRNAs (S), target mRNAs (T), Hfq (H), sRNA-Hfq (SH), mRNA-Hfq (TH), sRNAmRNA-Hfq (SHT), duplex (D) and target protein (P). Eq. 8a, 8b or 8c were used when the free mRNA, free and bound mRNA, or duplex was translated.
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Where possible the simulations used biologically relevant values obtained from experiments as previously reported (1). S, T and H are the production rates for the sRNA, mRNA and Hfq protein (respective values are 1, 1 and 0.3 nM·min -1
). P is the protein production rate (value = 5 nM·(mRNA nM)
). S, T, SH, TH,SHT, and D are the degradation rate constants for the sRNA, mRNA, sRNA in SH, mRNA in TH, sRNA and mRNA in SHT, and duplex respectively (all values = 0.14 min -1 Supplementary Table Legends   Table S1 . Plasmids and strains. †Note: For brevity the absence of the Hind III restriction enzyme site in the PCon and PConM8 promoters was not stated in Fig. S5 and the main text. That is, PConNoHind = PCon and PConNoHindM8 = PConM8 except where otherwise indicated (e.g. pHL533 and pHL671). * Reported in (2). # Reported in
(1). ‡ Reported in (4). † Reported in (5) as K1 fw or K1 rev. Table S2 . Oligonucleotides. 
* Reported in (2). ‡ Reported in (4). ◊ Reported in (6). § Reported in (7
